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Abstract
Building design is developed into complexities, especially because of the emergence needs on applying a
concept of sustainability. Aesthetic and engineering systems are no longer as main consideration in a design
production process. Collaboration is needed to facilitate the integration of multiple knowledge and participants in
a design process. In the process, multiple experts are required for achieving the best design. This paper purposes
to discover issues and solutions as the important factors of collaborative design. Literature study is applied to
determine the factors which are physical, technical, and social factors. They are found as three main aspects to be
considered in supporting successful collaborative design. It is also found that recently, research in this area is
directing for developing social factors as main issue. Factor analysis is also used as methodology to identify and
analyze the similarities and interdependencies between factors. Analysis of data which is gained from designers
and experts in Indonesia discovers that the three factors are reduced into two factors. The model of successful
collaborative design is developed based on two findings in this research, that is not only conceptually but also
empirically.
Keywords: collaborative design, multi-discipline design, sustainable project development
1. Introduction
Implementation of sustainability concept in a project development causes a building design into complexities,
and it causes the need to involve multiple experts to accomplish the design. Stasinopoulos et al. (2009) described
that building systems is not the only aspect that need to be considered in building design. The impact of building
to sustainability as whole system of built environment is another important factor. It is supported by Wang et al.
(2010) whom stated that long-term environmental and economical benefits of urban growth and development are
important to be considered in the concept of building design. Based on review, it is found that collaborative
design is an essential approach to facilitate multi participants in a design process (Kalay et al., 1998), as Kvan
(2000) found that various experts are involved in design process to acquire suitable knowledge. They were able
to work together simultaneously in integrating their expertise to gain best design as best shared solutions through
collaborative design. This achievement will support the sustainability of project development. Related with this
statement, Utomo and Rahmawati (2012) had found that in developing sustainable project development,
especially in vertical housing, collaborative design has important role in supporting it.
Researches in collaborative design are mainly discussing about the achievement of successfulness (Rahmawati et
al., 2013). Most of them described issues which are contributed to failure in achieving the most appropriate
design. The inventions of methods, tools, or systems which supported collaboration in design process are also
discussed in the researches. Due to the important need of successful design in supporting sustainable project
development, this research is conducted to discover factors which support successful collaboration. It identifies
issues and solutions that have been developed in previous research. Literature review is used as methodology in
this research. There are three main processes which are used to implement the methodology (Levy & Ellis,
2006), that consist of collecting papers, analyzing papers, and synthesizing papers. In applying literature review,
researches in this area are collected and classified based on similarity of issues and solutions that have been
described and purposed. And then it is continued with synthesizing process by comparing and combining the
classified issues and solutions. The discovered factors that are classified in each group will be determined as
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supported factors. In which
w
it can bbe used as guiidance or knoowledge in acchieving succeessful collaborrative
design. Thhe result also gives
g
identificaation and prediiction of futuree research direcction.
2. Concep
ptual Backgroound
Definitionn of collaborative design is illustrated in F
Figure 1, whicch is adopted from Rahmaw
wati et al. (2013a).
Collaborattion has similar meaning w
with integrationn (Schmidt, 11994; Bucciareelli, 2002). Thhere are two main
aspects thaat need to be integrated,
i
whhich are particiipants to reveaal best knowleedge (Vivacquua et al., 2011)) and
also designn objects that consist of dataa and knowleddge (Gabriel & Maher, 2002)). The integrattion of both asp
pects
will suppoort negotiation,, in which it w
will lead to carrry the achievem
ment of optimuum design as bbest shared solution
through thhe process of decision making (Zha & D
Du, 2006) andd problem solvving (Utomo eet al., 2009). Ding
(2008) statted that optimuum design of ssustainable urbban developmeent can be resuulted from the iintegration con
ncept
of buildingg’s aesthetics,, structures, uttilities, functioons, and its im
mpacts to sustaainability. Morreover, Besley
y and
Ghatak (22010) purposedd a concept thhat sustainabillity also has tto be reached by supportingg growth of urban
u
economicss, that is gaineed from best aand highest vaalue of the buiilding itself inn attaining optiimum revenue
e. All
those criteeria need to bee considered inn achieving lonng term projecct developmennt (Heising, 20012). Based on
n this
descriptionn, it can be conncluded that collaborative deesign is an impportant approaach to achieve sustainable prroject
developmeent. Compreheension study aabout it is neceessary, especiaally in terms oof issues and aapproaches tha
at has
been reveealed and devveloped, in oorder to enricch informationn that is esseential in condducting succe
essful
collaboratiion.

Figure 1. Illustration of collaborativve design proccess (Rahmawaati et al., 2013aa)
3. Result aand Discussioon
3.1 Supporrted Factors off Successful C
Collaborative D
Design
Developinng tools and syystems for supporting collabboration is maiin motivation oof most researrch in collaborrative
design (Kvvan & Candyy, 2000; Chengg, 2003). Anaalyzing weaknness and strenggth of approacches that has been
purposed is important, due to the neeed of achievinng optimum ddesign in multti participants design proce
ess to
achieve suustainability (The
(
Natural Edge Project,, 2007; Melchhert, 2007). Innformation thhat is gained from
analysis can be concernned to lead thhe achievemennt. In reviewinng research w
with main topic, researches were
classified bbased on the siimilarity of isssues and solutiions which werre purposed. A
As shown in Fiigure 2, they ca
an be
grouped innto three main groups which consist of phyysical approachh, technical appproach, and soocial approach.
Physical isssue is determ
mined as first ggroup. Studiess in this area hhave similar iissues related with difficulties in
conductingg physical meeeting betweeen participantss whom havee to simultaneeously work ttogether in de
esign
process. E
Each participannt has differennt time and pplace availabillities, which ccaused un-efficient collaborration
process. S
Some studies were
w
conductedd to deal withh this issue. Kvvan (2000) annd Wang et al.. (2002) found
d that
successful collaborative design can bee achieved thrrough computeer-based tools and systems, where particip
pants
able to woork in one areea even thouggh they are loccated in differrent places. Based from this important fa
actor,
researcherrs are then devveloping to invvent tools and systems by coonsidering the development of information
n and
communiccation technoloogy (ICT) to create mediaa which suppoort virtual colllaboration beetween particip
pants
(Oztok & O
Ordener, 20077; Ha & Kim, 22008).
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Physical issue and approach was then developing into the second group, which is related with technical issue. On
its development, collaborative design issue is emerging to the difficulties in integrating design process. The
difficulties are caused by the appearance of conflicts that are resulted from different perceptions between
participants. Some studies developed technical approach by applying knowledge management (KM) to create
shared understanding environment between participants (Saad & Maher, 1995). Furthermore, this technical issue
is then developing into issue related with difficulties in integrating participants because of the appearance of
social issues. Researches related with social issues are grouped in the third group. Some researches was then
developed by considering social factors in collaboration process in order to achieve best shared goal from the
experts (Kolarevic et al., 2000; Weinel et al., 2011).
Main purpose of collaborative design researches :
Supporting successful collaborative design process
Gross et al. (1998), Kvan
(2000), Kolarevic et al.
(2000), Woo et al. (2001),
Nam&Wright (2001),
Lee&Gilleard (2002), Wang
et al. (2002), Li et al. (2005),
Verheij&Augenbroe (2006)

Saad&Maher (1995), Veeramani et
al. (1998), Lottaz et al. (2000),
Gabriel&Maher (2002), Huifen et
al. (2003), Lahti et al. (2004),
Chiu&Lan (2005), Gu et al. (2005),
Leeuwen&Fridqvist (2006),
Plume&Mitchell (2007),
Dave&Koskela (2009), Du et al.
(2011)

Peng (1994), Cheng (2003),
Girard&Robin (2006), Lin et al.
(2008), Ping et al. (2011), Weinel
et al. (2011), Vivacqua et al.
(2011), Rahmawati et al (2012a),
McMahon&Bhamra (2012)

Considering:
Collaboration of dispersed
participants
Issue :
Difficulties in conducting
physical meeting
Solution :
ICT-based workspace to
support virtual meeting in
collaborative design

Considering:
Collaboration of design process in
shared understanding environment
Issue :
Difficulties in achieving shared
understanding between participants
Solution :
Applying Knowledge Management
(KM) to support integration through
shared understanding environment

Considering:
Collaboration of participants to
achieve best shared goal
Issue :
Difficulties in achieving best
design because of issues related
with participants and design team
Solution :
Considering social factors related
with individual and team

Physical Approach

Technical Approach

Social Approach

Figure 2. Conceptual figure of three main factors in supporting successful collaborative design (Adopted and
developed from Rahmawati et al., 2013b)
3.2 Collaborative Design Research Development
There are three categories of issues and solutions which have been developed. They are categorized as physical
approaches, technical approaches, and social approaches. Each category has different contents, but all groups
have one similar purpose, that is to support the achievement of successful collaborative design.
3.2.1 Physical Approaches
Physical approach contains of solutions to face or avoid physical issues related with time and place availabilities
of participants. These issues can be avoided by providing virtual workspace in collaborative design process
(Kvan, 2000). In line with Kvan (2000), Woo et al. (2001) also found that workspace can be used to face
physical issues by providing system that able to record the design process and also system that able to support
each participant in modifying design object. Some other tools and systems are used and developed to deal with
physical issue, which consisted of internet and web application (Wang et al., 2002); Electronic Cocktail Napkin,
PHIDIAS Hypermedia System, Construction Kit Builder, Hypersketch Prototype, and Digital Design
Sketchbooks and Mobile (Gross et al., 1998); and also Virtual Design Studio which is known as VDS (Kolarevic
et al., 2000).
Another way was also purposed by Lee and Gilleard (2002), by developing Hypermedia system to create virtual
discussion tables with purpose to facilitate activities in exposing data or information from participants. Computer
Aided Design (CAD) also has ability to facilitate the physical collaboration (Li et al., 2005). According to Nam
3
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and Wright (2001), CAD is able to support a shared 3D workspace in facilitating the activities of building and
editing virtual 3D Model in design process. Verheij and Augenbroe (2006) also purposed model to facilitate the
mediating process by integrating Project Planning Process Model (PPPM) with web-enabled B2B facility. This
integrated model can be used to build virtual workspace with purpose to manage the physical collaboration of
participants along with different time and place availability.
3.2.2 Technical Approach
There are some weaknesses in the use of shared workspace. Conflict is the main issue that emerges as weakness
of shared workspace, in which it leads to unfinished design (Ren et al., 2011). The divergence of backgrounds
and expertise caused the appearance of different perception between participants (Gu et al., 2005), that able to
generate conflicts. This issue influences decision making in design process (Utomo & Idrus, 2011). Building
shared understanding environment is essential in order to avoid conflicts (Simoff & Maher, 2000).
Shared understanding can be achieved by managing data and knowledge during design process (Chiu & Lan,
2005). As Kvan and Candy (2000) had described, shared understanding can be achieved by integrating data and
knowledge through KM. Technical approach contains of issues and solutions that related with the achievement
of shared understanding between participants by using KM, in which the purpose is mostly to technically
collaborate the design process. Information about design development, such as design alternatives, design
criteria, descriptions or narratives and also decisions, is defined as knowledge in collaborative design. This
knowledge is need to be managed to achieve shared understanding, in which it will mainly support the
integration process (Detienne, 2006) and also negotiation process (Lottaz et al., 2000).
KM is useful to maintain data integration in supporting problem solving and decision making (Veeramani et al.,
1998). Design objects classification (Huifen et al., 2003); information patterns revelation using data mining
(Chiu & Lan, 2005); and reducing semantic conflicts by library building (Gu et al., 2005) are some systems that
have been developed. Saad and Maher (1995) stated that KM is able to support the achievement of shared
understanding environment. Based from this approach, Shared Design Thinking Process Model is purposed (Du
et al., 2011). Besides shared understanding, facilities that support modification of design object are also essential
in collaborating design process (Leeuwen & Fridqvist, 2006). Related with these findings, information modeling
of design object that support decision-making activities has been developed by Plume and Mitchell (2007).
Shared understanding environment can also be achieved by understanding the process of design development
completely. Story of design process and the chronologies of problems solved are necessary to be recognized by
all participants. An exploratory research conducted by Gabriel and Maher (2002) found that the important factor
is the application of textual communication in design process and also the provision of recording system, where
communication between participants were stored in the form of textual communication. It is also found that
textual communication able to made participants easier in understanding design development. To support shared
understanding, Lahti et al. (2004) found the arrangement and organization of tasks, which are also need to be
considered in the process. It is also found that collaboration is able to be done through Virtual Design Studio
(VDS), but successfulness can only be achieved if social infrastructure in design team is considered. Both
physical and technical approaches that have been developed before are no longer become the most important
factors. The weaknesses of technical approaches, that only have ability to collaborate design objects without
ability in collaborating participants, are leading to consider the social factors in the process. The collaboration is
involving participants as well, which makes factors related with participants and design teams are essential to be
concerned (Girard & Robin, 2006).
3.2.3 Social Approach
Social approach consists of issues and solutions related with participants and design team that are used with
purpose to gain best knowledge from participants (Vivacqua et al., 2011) and also to achieve best shared solution
as design goal (Lu et al., 2007). Social issues are caused by diverse participants’ behaviors (Peng, 1994) that
influence the appearance of inadequate communication between participants. The provision of communication
facilities, which is mostly ICT-based tools and system, can also generate social issues which lead to influence the
design team (Cheng, 2003). In supporting collaboration of participants, Patel et al. (2012) suggested seven main
factors that need to be concerned, that consists of context, support, tasks, interaction process, teams, individuals,
and overarching factors. Other research found that collaboration can be generated through integrated design team
(Ping et al., 2011), in which it is necessary to create teamwork at the first step of collaboration in order to build
integrated teamwork. The integration will lead to effective design process (Lin et al., 2008). Related with its
importance, coordination of task and its interdependencies during the process need to be considered in realizing
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integrated team work (Detienne,
(
20006; Rahmawatti et al, 2012aa). Girard andd Robin (2006) also found
d that
teamwork is an importannt factors suppporting collabooration.
Another soocial factor thaat needs to be considered is tthe influence oof participants’ attitudes to ddesign task (W
Weinel
et al., 20111). Related witth this finding, participant’s behavior in deecision makingg process is neeed to be conce
erned,
because itt also affects the outcomess of design prrocess, wheree best integratted solutions cannot be rea
ached
(Vivacquaa et al., 2011).. According too McMahon annd Bhamra (22012) the aspeect of social suustainability th
hat is
achieved through collaaboration skilll is importantt in supportinng the process. Teamwork,, compromise and
negotiationn, cultural andd social diverssity, participatiion, and also ccommunicatioon are collaborration skill tha
at are
needed. Baased from prevvious descriptiion, it can be cconcluded thatt considerationn to social factoors are also ne
eeded
in order too achieve best shared goal. IIt is gained thrrough well proocess of decisiion making froom best knowlledge
that has been revealed from
f
the expeerts. Based on analysis, it can be concludded that sociall factors deterrmine
successfulness and effecctiveness of colllaboration.
3.3 Futuree Research Dirrection on Colllaborative Dessign
To identiffy and discover future reseearch directionn, the compilaation of similaar issues and solutions in three
approaches are arrangedd historically.. The researchhes in each ggroup are orgaanized accordiing to the year of
publicationn. Each group will also syntthesized by disscovering simiilarities and differences of onne group comp
pares
to others, iin order to disscover and idenntify developm
ment of researcches. Based onn the process, it is found tha
at the
developmeent of each group
g
is differrent. Figure 3 described thhe developmennt flow of coollaborative de
esign
researchess. Researches in each classiification are m
mostly developped in similarr years, wheree the range off one
research too others is nott too far. Based on analysis, it is found that each group also has weakkness, in which the
weaknessees of one groupp become inpuut for other grooup to develop collaborative design researcches.

Figure 3. Conceptual figure
f
of futuree research direection in collabborative designn (Adopted andd developed from
Rahmaw
wati et al., 20133a)
Research w
with main topiic of physical aapproach is deeveloped earlieer than others, because most of the papers were
published in the earlier year
y
of 2000. It is also becauuse the issue w
which was raissed is more baasic to other, which
w
is the impoortant need to collaborate paarticipants phyysically. And thhe purposed soolution is the iinvention of sh
hared
workspacee as a media which
w
facilitateed participants to work togetther virtually. M
Most of invennted methods, tools,
t
or systemss in physical approach
a
were developed baased on the creeation of shareed workspace ((Gross et al., 1998;
1
Kolarevic et al., 2000; Woo
W et al., 20001; Kamel, 1999; Nam & W
Wright, 2001), w
which is a media that facilitating
5
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the integration of dispersed participants. It is developed based on the need to integrate participants physically,
where participants are able to work together without facing difficulties related with time and place availabilities.
But some research found that shared workspace has some weakness in supporting the successful collaborative
design (Gabriel & Maher, 2002), that is difficulties in integrating design objects.
The issues develop into the appearance of conflicts that are caused by misunderstanding between participants. It
is because of each participant did not understand design development, in which participants cannot recognize
any objects or concept of design that had been changed, modified, done and shared by other participants.
According to research conducted by Gabriel and Maher (2002), this issue can be solved by implementing KM in
collaborative design process. KM can be applied by providing systems and tools that able to record the design
process, where each participant is able to discover and understand the design development and also the reason
behind it. Issues related with the integration of design process and design object are main issues that are
developed in technical approach. Some technical approaches that are based on KM are developed (Plume &
Mitchell, 2007; Dave & Koskela, 2009; Veeramani et al., 1998). Main purpose of the approaches is to manage
data and to achieve similar perception between participants. The approaches consist of building systems in
revealing data of design development (Chiu & Lan, 2005), building library to classify design object (Gu et al.,
2005), and also storing data changes (Huifen et al., 2003). Shared understanding can be achieved in condition
that all design development process is recorded, so that each participant is able to trace design developments
which have been done by others. This facility will made participants are able to understand other participant’s
thought.
Limited environment in virtual workspace causes lack of social interaction in collaborative design process. Even
though there are some endeavors in supporting the virtual work by using technical approach in achieving shared
understanding environment between participants, some research found that it can only support the integration of
design object, and it cannot integrate the participants (Kolarevic, 2000; Lahti et al., 2004). It is important to
consider the social factor (Rahmawati et al., 2012a), because it can affect to the effectiveness of collaboration
process which will lead to unsolved problems, insufficient design, and unfinished design process (Weinel et al.,
2011). Based on this issue development, research is then grown and developed to consider social approach. The
social approach consisted of teamwork management, communication, culture, organization, individual behavior,
etc. There are some researches which consider in combining technical and social approaches (Lu et al., 2000; Lu
et al., 2007). It can be predicted that research in the area of collaborative design is leading to consider the social
approach in achieving the optimum design. It not only can be used as a basic foundation to run the process
effectively, it also able to support in revealing and integrating best solution from experts.
4. Empirical Study of Collaborative Design in Indonesia
Table 1. Factors of Successful Collaborative Design
Factors

Sub-factors

Source

Description

A. Physical
Factors

1. Information &
Communication
Technology (ICT)

Kvan (2000), Woo et
al. (2001), Gross et al.
(1998)

ICT-based tools and systems that need to
be applied to support virtual meeting and
to avoid time-place availabilities issues

B. Technical
Factors

2. Software

Anumba et al. (2002)

The used of similar software that need to
be applied as an approach to support the
integration of design process

3. Perception

Gabriel & Maher
(2002)

The achievement of similar perception
through shared understanding environment
in collaborative design process

4. Personality

Vivacqua et al. (2011)

Consideration of participants’ personality
which influences design team and process

5. Social
Relationship

Charnley et al. (2010),
Girard & Robin (2006)

Consideration of social relationship
between participants in design team

C. Social
Factors

The concept of collaborative design is also applied at design process in Indonesia (Rahmawati et al., 2013b),
which is concluded from the indicators of collaborative design that are mostly found in design process. Physical
factors, technical factors, and social factors are found to be important factors in supporting collaborative design.
6
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The studyy is continued to identify annd analyze sim
milarities and interdependenncies of those three factors, and
factor anallysis is used ass methodologyy. The factors are asked to ddesigners and eexperts whom have experien
nce to
work at muulti participantts design process in Indonessia. There are ffive main variaables which reepresent the fac
ctors,
as presenteed in Table 1.
ICT is deteermined as varriable of physiical factor in thhis study, becaause main purppose of physicaal factor is to avoid
a
difficultiess in conductinng meeting by providing ICT
T-based tools and systems ((Kvan, 2000; Woo et al., 2001).
Software aand perceptionn are determinned as variablles of technical factors. Thhose factors reelate with KM
M that
support thee integration of
o design proceess. Both of sooftware and peerception are tw
wo important vvariables in lea
ading
successful collaborativee design throuugh KM. The use of similar software inn design proccess aims to avoid
a
difficultiess in modifyingg design (Anum
mba et al., 20002), where objeect design willl easier to be integrated in de
esign
process. T
The appearancce of similar pperception, esppecially relateed with designn developmennt, will lead to
o the
achievemeent of shared understanding
u
bbetween particcipants (Gabrieel & Maher, 20002).
There are also two variaables that are ddetermined as variables in soocial factors. T
The variables aare personality
y and
social relaationship. In thhe preliminaryy study of this research, mosst of respondeents stated thatt the experience of
each particcipant in workking together aas team at desiign process is uused as main rreason to form
m design team. This
statement is one of factoor that supportss collaborativee design (Girarrd & Robin, 20006). Accordinng to Charnley
y et al.
(2010), thhe used of dessign team whhom has workked together inn other design project befo
fore is because
e the
appearancee of social relaationship in thhe team. Additiional time in rrecognizing annd understandinng each participant
and his/heer works in deesign team wiill not be neccessary, because participantss had known each other be
efore.
Personalityy of each partticipant will aalso important to be consideered in forminng design team
m (Vivacqua et
e al.,
2011). Rellated with the influence of ppersonality in collaborative ddesign, most rrespondents saaid that stubborn or
uncomprom
mised particippants are difficuult to be mainttained or be faaced with.
4.1 Characcteristic of Resspondents
There are 36 respondennts whom havee experiences as participantss at collaborattive design proocess in Indon
nesia.
The data tthat will be annalyzed to achhieve the reseearch’s purposse is collectedd through quesstionnaires tha
at are
given to reespondents. Thhe characteristiics of respondents are presennted in Figure 4, Figure 5, annd Figure 6. Figure
4 presents the role of eaach respondentt in design proocess. Kalay ett al. (1998) meentioned six tyypes of particip
pants
whom mostly involved in
i collaborativve design process. They are owner, specifiication specialists, architect, civil
engineer, m
mechanical/eleectrical engineeer, and also innterior designeer. Respondentts mostly have role as archite
ect in
collaboratiive design proocess (43%). O
Other roles whhich are mostlly involved at design processs in Indonesia are
interior coonsultant (10%
%), mechanicaal electrical coonsultant (2%)), building strructure consulltant (26%), public
owner (17%), and privatte owner (2%).. Those responndents mostly hhave experiencce to be involvved in collaborrative
design for more than 15 years (48%), whom the restt of them havee experience foor 10-15 yearss (26%), 5-10 years
y
(13%), andd below 5 yearrs (13%).

Figuree 4. Role of Reespondents in design processs
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Figure 5. Experience off Respondents in design proccess

Figure 66. Activity of R
Respondents inn design proceess
There are five activities that mostly bbecome responnsibilities of reespondents, suuch as leading the design pro
ocess
from beginnning till end (22%),
(
determ
mining decisionns of design devvelopment (266%), sharing annd giving adviice of
design relaated with eachh participant’ss expertise (300%), producinng design (18%
%), and also ccoordinating de
esign
process (44%). Sharing and
a giving addvice is the most responsibiility of responndents, it is beecause respond
dents
whom are involved in thhis research arre mostly conssultants. Some of the consulttants are also have responsib
bility
in determinning decisionss of design, whhich is it is beccause the respoondents are moostly architect ((43%).
4.2 Factorr Analysis
Factor anaalysis indicatess that the sampple of this reseearch is adequuate, in which tthe value of K
Kaiser-Meyer-O
Olkin
(KMO) m
measure of sam
mpling adequaacy has to be more than 0.5 (Field, 20000). The KMO
O is 0.544, and
d the
Bartlett tesst also indicatees highly signiificant value (pp<0.001). Thiss result shows tthat factor anaalysis is approp
priate
to be usedd as methodoloogy to analyze collected dataa in identifyingg similarities bbetween factorrs. Five factorss that
are analyzed using factor analysis are classified into two factors. F
Four factors off five are groupped into one fa
actor.
As presentted on Table 2,
2 the factors tthat grouped innto one are software, percepption, personallity, and also social
s
relationshiip. Based on thhe purpose off factor analysiis, it can be deescribed that tthose four facttors have simillarity
and interddependencies each
e
other. Thhe other factoor, that is ICT
T, grouped aloone in factor 11. Based on factor
f
analysis puurposes, it alsoo can be descrribed that theree are no factorrs which have similarity andd interdependencies
with ICT. The ICT standds alone as facttor 1.
Table 2. Factors resultedd from factor aanalysis
Facttor 1

Factor 2

ICT

Software
Perception
Personalityy
Social Relaationship

Main reason of each facctor in supporrting collaboraative design iss to maintain tthe integrationn in design pro
ocess
(Rahmawaati et al., 2013a), that can bee realized throuugh the integrration of designn objects and design particip
pants
or teams. R
Reviews on coollaborative deesign research found that deesign participannts should be integrated not only
8
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technically but also socially. Technically integration of participants can be achieved through endorsement of
ICT-based tools and systems, as Gross et al. (1998) had discovered that ICT able to support the integration of
participants through virtual meeting. Most of respondents declared that technological issue is the most essential
issue at collaborative design process in Indonesia. Based from interviewed to all respondents, the ICT that are
applied in Indonesia restricted to the use of phone (75%), facsimile (53.13%), email (84.38%), recording tools
(6.25%), virtual studio (3.13%), and teleconference (9.38%). The result is presented on Figure 7.

100.00%
80.00%

84.38%

75.00%
53.13%

60.00%
40.00%
20.00%

6.25%

3.13%

9.38%
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Email

Rec. Tools Virtual
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Figure 7. Technology used at collaborative design process in Indonesia
The use of email is dominating in supporting collaborative design in Indonesia, which is shown that 84.38%
respondents are using email to support the design process. Beside email, phone and facsimile are becoming tools
that are mostly used. Collaborative design is recently developed in Indonesia (Rahmawati et al., 2013b), and the
limitation used of supported tools and systems made the successful is hard to be achieved. Issues related with
time and place availabilities of participants in conducting physical meeting are still becoming essential issue in
Indonesia. Physical approach is vital due to the appearance need of technology in design process. Rahmawati et
al. (2013) found that ICT-based tools and systems became the most important factor amongst others in
Indonesia.
Respondents have similar perception with study resulted by Kvan (2000), that is technology through ICT-based
tools and systems is the most important factors. In which it is also akin with Woo et al. (2001) and Gross et al.
(1998). Kolarevic et al. (2000) also proofed that the ICT able to support physical integration of participants, but
it is also found the ICT cannot support the integration of design process, related with design object and also
design participants as teamwork. Based on this analysis, it can be described the result of factor analysis. ICT is
grouped as the only factor in Factor 1, it is because ICT does not have similarities with other factors. This
finding is related with finding resulted by Kolarevic et al. (2000), which is found that the ICT can only support
the physical integration.
Other four factors of successful collaborative design accumulate to Factor 2. The factors are related with
integration of design process. The involvement of multi disciplines participants in design process caused the use
of divergent software. This issue will lead to problems in modifying design process (Anumba et al., 2002). Qin
et al. (2003) suggested to use same software in the process to avoid the problems. This approach supports the
invention of systems that capable to accommodate modification process of design object in one single software
(Gu et al., 2011; Plume & Mitchell, 2007; Chiu & Lan, 2005). Akin with software, the role of perception is to
support the integration of design process as well, especially the design object. Similar perception will carry
negotiation process (Ren et al., 2011), in which it will also lead to support the decision making process of design
(McCall & Johnson, 1997). The achievement of similar perception is also as important as the used of similar
software in the process. Both factors have role in collaborating design process with main consideration to design
object.
Other two factors, which are personality and social relationship, are also grouped in Factor 2. Personality and
social relationship are factors that support the integration of participants in design process, which have
capabilities in influencing design as final result (Ping et al., 2011). Having similar role with software and
perception, both personality and social relationship are able to support the integration process with main
consideration to participants. Some research has found that collaboration of participants is also needed (Patel et
al., 2012). Inflexible, level of awareness and attention, and maturity are some personality’s factors that influence
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the collaboration (Vivacqua et al., 2011). In supporting the collaboration, the social relationship, such as
experience in working together, also has to be considered (Girard & Robin, 2006).
Rahmawati et al. (2013a) had conceptually separated those four factors into two main factors, but the result of
factor analysis illustrates different finding. Result indicates that there are similarities and interdependencies
between four factors, so that they gather into one factor. Gabriel and Maher (2002) found that in supporting
collaboration, technical factors through KM application are the only important factor in the process. During the
process, the role of technical factors is separately defined with other factors, including the social factors. Related
with this, Vivacqua et al. (2011) had different finding, which indicated that the collaboration process are also
need social factors. Social factors are important as well in the process.
Vivacqua et al. (2011) and Gabriel and Maher (2002) have different point of view. Gabriel and Maher (2002)
concerned to the collaboration of design object that was based on the important need of shared understanding
achievement, meanwhile Vivacqua et al. (2011) concerned to the participants that was based on the influences of
participants to the process which will lead to persuade result. But both findings have one general purpose which
is supporting the collaboration process. It is reasonable if factors of both technical and social accumulate and
become one factor. It can be explained that all those factors have similar importance in the process. Social
factors are developed because of lack consideration of participants’ collaboration in the process, while technical
factors were mostly developed before. It can be also concluded that in conducting successful collaboration
process, technical factors cannot stand alone; it also needs the social factors to achieve best collaboration. Both
factors can be combined to technical-social factors.
Some research also found similar findings of technical-social factors (Lu et al., 2000; 2007; Rahmawati et al.,
2012b). Lu et al. (2000) developed socio-technical framework, which described conceptual model of the
correlation between social and technical aspects in influencing collaborative design process. The conceptual
model was then also developed by Lu et al. (2007) with purpose to integrate technical and social approaches in
facilitating the achievement of successfulness. This development was underlying research that conducted by
Rahmawati et al. (2012b). Through literature study of collaborative design research, Rahmawati et al. (2012b)
found factors that support collaborative design. Based on the purposes, factors can be grouped into two main
supported factors, which are technical and social factors. Both factors were then combined and named as
socio-technical factors.
4.3 Empirical Model of Successful Collaborative Design
Based on the analysis, empirical model of successful collaborative design is illustrated on Figure 8. There are
two important factors to successfulness. First factor is physical factor, which can be measured or indicated by the
use of ICT-based tools and systems. Second factors is technical-social factors, that can be indicated by the use of
similar software in the process, the achievement of similar perception, and also consideration to personality and
social relationship in team design.

ICT

Physical Factors

Software
Technical
Factors
Perception
Successful
Collaborative Design
Personality
Social Factors
Social Relationship

Figure 8. Empirical model of successful collaborative design
5. Conclusion
Literature study had found important factors of successful collaborative design in supporting design process of
sustainable project development. Based on the development of issues and approaches in collaborative design, the
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factors can be classified into three main factors, which consist of physical, technical, and social factors. The
factors are then analyzed to identify similarities and interdependencies between each other by using factor
analysis. The result indicates that technical factors and social factors have similarities, so that the factors become
physical factors and also technical-social factors. Physical factors can be indicated by the application of
ICT-based tools and system. Technical-social factors can be indicated by similar software and perception in the
process, and also consideration of personality and social relationship of participants in design team.
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